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	"I am sure practitioners, auditors, and regulators will find the content of Mr Shaik's book of value. The accessible style is also welcome. All in all, a worthwhile addition to the finance literature and one that hopefully helps plug the knowledge gap in this field." — from the foreword by Professor Moorad Choudhry, Brunel University


	
		Managing Derivatives Contracts is a comprehensive and practical treatment of the end-to-end management of the derivatives contract operations, systems, and platforms that support the trading and business of derivative products. This book focuses on the processes and systems in the derivatives contract life cycle that underlie and implement the activities of derivatives trading, pricing, and risk management.

	
		Khader Shaik, a Wall Street derivatives platform implementation expert, lays out all the fundamentals needed to understand, conduct, and manage derivatives operations. In particular, he provides both introductory and in-depth treatment of the following topics: derivative product classes; the market structure, mechanics, and players of derivatives markets; types of derivative contracts and life cycle management; derivatives technology platforms, software systems, and protocols; derivatives contracts management; and the new regulatory landscape as shaped by reforms such as Dodd-Frank Title VII and EMIR. Managing Derivatives Contracts focuses on the operational processes and market environment of the derivatives life cycle; it does not address the mathematics or finance of derivatives trading, which are abundantly treated in the standard literature.

	
		Managing Derivatives Contracts is divided into four parts. The first part provides a structural overview of the derivatives markets and product classes. The second part examines the roles of derivatives market players, the organization of buy-side and sell-side firms, critical data elements, and the Dodd-Frank reforms. Within the framework of total market flow and straight-through processing as constrained by regulatory compliance, the core of the book details the contract life cycle from origination to expiration for each of the major derivatives product classes, including listed futures and options, cleared and bilateral OTC swaps, and credit derivatives. The final part of the book explores the underlying information technology platform, software systems, and protocols that drive the end-to-end business of derivatives. In particular, it supplies actionable guidelines on how to build a platform using vendor products, in-house development, or a hybrid approach.




	What youÂ’ll learn

	
		various execution models in the derivatives market
	
		STP contract workflow within the firm and across external entities
	
		market structure involving dealers, inter-dealer brokers, buy-side firms, servicing firms, regulatory bodies, and other third-party administrators
	
		notable species of exotic derivatives as well as all the major derivatives product classes
	
		implementation and integration of vendor and in-house platforms
	
		FpML, FIX, and SWIFT protocols and standards
	
		operational aspects of post-reform regulatory compliance



	Who this book is for


	Managing the Derivatives Life Cycle is suitable for personnel on all teams directly or indirectly engaged in derivatives trading, especially those personnel involved in derivatives operations and the underlying systems, who typically outnumber the traders and quants in a firm by an order of magnitude. Its primary readerships are newcomers to the field, middle-office teams of derivatives operations professionals, and technology personnel (project managers, business analysts,developers, and testers). Its secondary readerships include front-office teams (traders), back-office teams (payment processing), mid-level management, and auditors and compliance teams.
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Dimensional Data Warehousing with MySQL: A TutorialBrainySoftware, 2007
Welcome to Dimensional Data Warehousing with MySQL: A Tutorial. 

Data warehousing enables unified information delivery by collecting data from various operational and administrative information systems already in operation and possibly from external data sources. The data from...
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Wireless Telecommunications Networking with ANSI-41McGraw-Hill, 2001
ALL-IN-ONE GUIDE TO ANSI-41 Revision E  Replacing IS-41, ANSI –41 Revision E is the North American standard for wireless telecommunications network signaling. Written by Randall Snyder and Michael Gallagher, two of the new standard's developers, Wireless Tel Network with ANSI-41, Second Edition provides you with the latest need-to-know...
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Guide to Networking Essentials, 6th EditionCourse Technology PTR, 2011


	Guide to Networking Essentials, Sixth Edition, is intended to serve the needs of students,

	instructors, aspiring information technology professionals, and others who are interested in

	learning more about networking technologies but who might have little or no background in

	this subject matter. This book’s extensive and broad...
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Risk Assessment of Chemicals: An IntroductionSpringer, 2007

	At last – a second edition of this hugely important text that reflects the progress and experience gained in the last decade and aims at providing background and training material for a new generation of risk assessors. The authors offer an introduction to risk assessment of chemicals as well as basic background information on sources,...
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Practical Treatment Options for Chronic Pain in Children and Adolescents: An Interdisciplinary Therapy ManualSpringer, 2013

	Pain is an increasingly common symptom in children and adolescents, and nearly 5% of the paediatric population now suffer from severe chronic pain conditions. This manual describes the inpatient treatment programme of one of the world’s largest treatment facility for chronic pain in children – The German Paediatric Pain Centre...
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Wolf Nation: The Life, Death, and Return of Wild American Wolves (A Merloyd Lawrence Book)Da Capo Press, 2017

	In the tradition of Peter Matthiessen's Wildlife in America or Aldo Leopold, Brenda Peterson tells the 300-year history of wild wolves in America. It is also our own history, seen through our relationship with wolves. The earliest Americans revered them. Settlers zealously exterminated them. Now, scientists, writers, and ordinary...
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